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Enhancement of translational diffusion coefficient of a probe in a rotationally anisotropic fluid
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Enhancement of the translational diffusion coefficient of a probe molecule in a supercooled liquid over the
value predicted by the traditional Stokes-Einstein equation has been interpreted as arising from dynamic
heterogeneity. We show that the dynamic coupling of the translation to rotation can also lead to a strong
enhancement in a rotationally anisotropic molecular fluid. For a dynamically heterogeneous fluid, the probe
size may play an important role. We show that if the diffusion probe is large so as to encompass several regions
of high and low mobility, the rotation-translation coupling parameter needs to be modified to reflect the
averaging heterogeneity effect. We show that, while the averaging effect arising from dynamic heterogeneity
may alter the final enhancement, the coupling of translation to rotational degrees of freedom must be taken into
account to properly account for the experimental result.
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INTRODUCTION

The Stokes-Einstein~SE! equation for the translationa
self-diffusion coefficient of a spherical molecule is given
DSE5kbT/(6phsR), and the corresponding Debye-Stoke
Einstein ~DSE! equation for the rotational diffusion coeffi
cient is given by Dr53kbT/(4pR3hs). Both equations
show the temperature dependence to beT/hs , whereT and
hs are the absolute temperature and shear viscosity, res
tively. Although the SE equation has been considered to
applicable only for diffusion of a large sphere in a hydrod
namic continuum@1#, Zwanzig and Bixon have shown b
simulation that Stokes’ law may also be applicable for a p
ticle in a fluid of the same kind or composed of particl
having similar size@2#.

A great deal of research has also been carried out in
last two decades dealing with translational and rotational
fusion of molecules in high-viscosity, supercooled liquid
with the objective of obtaining information about the liqui
glass transition process@3–5#. The viscous liquid-glass tran
sition is generally characterized by a structure relaxation p
cess with a mean relaxation time changing from ab
several 10212 seconds above the melting temperature to s
eral hundreds of seconds in the glass transition region of
material. Such an enormous change in the structural re
ation has stimulated the study of supercooled liquids us
many experimental techniques.

Dynamic light scattering is one of the widely used tec
niques for the investigation of glass-forming liquids. Dep
larized Rayleigh scattering~DRS! arises from the fluctuation
of the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor of t
medium. The fluctuation of off-diagonal elements is due
the orientational motion of molecules. For a viscous liquid
high temperature, the DRS spectrum usually appears
broad structureless component centered at the laser
quency. The width of the central component is proportio
to the rate of molecular reorientation. However, as the liq
is brought to the supercooled state, the central compo
narrows greatly and a much weaker doublet, symmetric
shifted from the excitation laser frequency, also appear in
1063-651X/2002/66~2!/021201~6!/$20.00 66 0212
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DRS spectrum@6#. The position of the doublet is very sen
sitive to the temperature variation and it merges with
central peak as the liquid is brought out of the supercoo
state. The appearance of the doublet in the DRS spectru
considered to be due to the collective transverse momen
of the liquid, which couples to the dielectric tensor through
rotation-translation~RT! coupling mechanism@7–9#, ignor-
ing the photoelastic coupling, which is unimportant in m
lecular liquids.

Combining the Fabry-Pe´rot interferometric@10# with a
light beating@11# technique, it is possible to carry out DR
measurements of a glass-forming molecular liquid ove
wide frequency range@12#. In o-terphenyl~OTP!, the line-
width of the central peak, which is proportional toDr , tracks
the temperature dependence ofT/hs , as the liquid’s viscos-
ity hs changes by over 12 orders of magnitude@10#. Similar
results are also found from NMR@13# and photobleaching
@14# measurements of rotational diffusion coefficients
probe molecules in OTP and in other glass-forming liqui
At present, it is generally agreed that the temperature dep
dence ofDr is well described by the DSE equation.

Translational diffusion coefficientsDt of various probes
have been measured in supercooled molecular liquids u
NMR @13# and photobleaching@14# and forced Rayleigh
scattering@15# techniques. As the temperature is lowered
ward Tg ~the glass transition temperature!, Dt of the probe
molecule is found to be greater than the value predicted
the SE equation and in some cases an enhancement ove
to three@16# orders of magnitude is observed. Similar e
hancements ofDt have also been observed in polymer
glass-forming liquids@17,18#.

Such a remarkable difference in the temperature dep
dence of translational and rotational diffusion coefficients
a supercooled liquid has recently been interpreted as du
the spatially heterogeneous dynamics in the superco
glass-forming liquid. Enhancement of the translational dif
sion coefficient has been considered as a signature of
namic heterogeneity in the supercooled liquid@5,14#.

By heterogeneous dynamics, it is mean that the dynam
in one region of the liquid is orders of magnitude faster~or
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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slower! than that in another region a few nanometers aw
@5#. While the heterogeneous dynamics scenario is yet w
ing for a direct experimental proof, various computer sim
lations supporting the dynamic heterogeneity scenario in
percooled liquids have appeared@19,20#.

Hodgdon and Stillinger~HS! provided the first attempt to
quantitatively relate the dynamically heterogeneity to tra
lational diffusion. They modeled a dynamically heterog
neous fluid as a two-zone fluid@21#. A diffusing spherical
particle having a radiusR resides inside and is concentr
with a spherical domain of radiusL. Inside the domain, the
viscosity is h i , and outside, it isho. The Navier-Stokes
equation and equation of continuity are assumed to hold
both zones, with appropriate viscosityh i or ho in the appro-
priate zone. The calculation shows that ifj is less than 1, the
drag force decreases monotonically with increasingj
(5ho/h i) andl (5L/R) @22#. They obtained a fivefold drag
force reduction~corresponding to a fivefold enhancement
the translational diffusion coefficient! whenj andl are about
equal to 10. On the other hand, the drag force is increase
the viscosity inside the domain is greater than that outs
~i.e., for j,1!.

The calculation has brought out the well-known fact th
low viscosity enhances the diffusive flow whereas high v
cosity retards it. The HS model did not include molecu
orientation and was intended to account for a factor of 3
the increase ofDt . However, the calculation shows that
needs a domain size about equal to 10 times the par
radius and a 10 times viscosity increase outside the dom
to bring about a factor of 5 enhancement inDt . Thus, it is
unlikely that the HS model alone can account for a two
three orders of magnitude enhancement that has also
observed in several supercooled liquid systems.

In this paper, we show that another mechanism can
lead to the enhancement ofDt in an orientationally aniso-
tropic fluid. The mechanism is the coupling of rotation a
translational motion that one uses to account for the inten
distribution of the DRS spectrum in the supercooled liqu
mentioned above. If the fluid is dynamically heterogeneo
the size of the diffusive particle may play an important ro
For a probe size that is large enough to encompass se
heterogeneous regions, the effect of coupling needs to
averaged over a range of heterogeneity. The averaging e
leads to a modification of the final enhancement factor; ho
ever, we show that, in addition to dynamical heterogene
the coupling to rotational degrees of freedom must be ta
into account to properly account for the experimental res

COUPLING OF TRANSLATION AND ROTATIONAL
MOTIONS

The model that we consider here is a spherical part
undergoing translational diffusion in a viscoelastic fluid co
sisting of rotationally anisotropic molecules. Translation
diffusion of a particle in a fluid is closely associated with t
fluid’s transverse linear momentum density, designated
pW T(qW ,t). HereqW is the wave vector designating the propag
tion direction of the transverse momentum density.pW T(qW ,t)
is the spatial Fourier transform ofpW T(rW,t). pW T(qW ,t) @or
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pW T(rW,t)# is a hydrodynamic variable. For rotational anis
tropic molecules, such aso-terphenyl,pW T(qW ,t) is dynami-
cally coupled to reorientation. The orientation variable
volved in light scattering~and NMR! is a second-rank tenso
designated asa j l (qW ,t). For molecules of arbitrary shape
components of the orientational variablea j l (qW ,t) are most
conveniently given by rotation matrices. But it is not nece
sary to write them down explicitly in the present work. T
decide on the component ofa j l (qW ,t) that is coupled to
pW T(qW ,t), we take the direction ofqW to be along thez axis and
consider specifically the transverse component ofpW T(qW ,t)
along they axis; i.e.,

py~qW ,t !5(
j

py
j exp~ iqW •rW j !, ~1!

where py
j is the y component of the linear momentum o

moleculej located at positionrW j . Both py
j and rW j are func-

tions of time but this is not written out for brevity of nota
tion. While rotation affects all component ofa j l (qW ,t), be-
cause of reflection and translation symmetry onlyayz(qW ,t) is
coupled topy(qW ,t). The equations that we shall need for th
present work are the same set of generalized hydrodyna
equations previously derived for describing the DRS sp
trum of a viscoelastic liquid@23#. In the small-wave-vector
limit, these equations are@Eqs.~10! and ~11! of Ref. @23##

]ayz~qW ,t !

]t
52E

0

t

dt K11~ t2t!ayz~qW ,t!

2 iqE
0

t

dt K12~ t2t!py~qW ,t!, ~2!

]py~qW ,t !

]t
5 iqE

0

t

dt K21~ t2t!ayz~qW ,t!

2q2E
0

t

dt K22~ t2t!py~qW ,t!. ~3!

One can derive Eqs.~2! and ~3! using the Zwanzig-Mori
formalism @24# employing py(qW ,t) and ayz(qW ,t) as agood
set of variables: random force terms are neglected in the
equations. HereKi j are memory function matrix elements
with K11 describing the correlation function associated w
the rate of molecular reorientation,K22 describing the dy-
namic shear stress modulus, andK12 and K21 being associ-
ated with the coupling of translation to rotation. The expli
expressions forKi j are given in Ref.@23# and will not be
repeated here. If the variousKi j terms relax very rapidly
compared with the dynamic variablespy(qW ,t) andayz(qW ,t),
then one can invoke the Markov approximation to simpl
Eqs.~2! and ~3! to

]ayz~qW ,t !

]t
52Gayz~qW ,t !2 iqmpy~qW ,t !, ~4!

]py~qW ,t !

]t
52

q2hs

rm
p~qW ,t !1 iqm8ayz~qW ,t !, ~5!
1-2
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ENHANCEMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL DIFFUSION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021201 ~2002!
whereG is the orientational relaxation time and is equal
the integral ofK11(t). rm is the mass density of the fluid
andhs is the shear viscosity and is proportional to the tim
integral of K22(t). m and m8 are the rotation-translation
coupling constants associated with the integrals ofK12(t)
andK21(t), respectively. Equations~4! and~5! are equivalent
to the equations previously used by Anderson and Pecora
the calculation of the depolarized light scattering spectrum
a viscous molecular liquid@8,9#. We do not use the Markov
approximation in this paper and hence the work presen
here retains the viscoelastic effect of the fluid.

To proceed, we rewrite Eqs.~2! and~3! in vector form in
the spatial coordinate system as

]aJ~rW,t !

]t
52E

0

t

dt K11~ t2t!aJ~rW,t!

2E
0

t

dt K12~ t2t!¹pW T~rW,t!, ~6!

]pW T~rW,t !

]t
5E

0

t

dt K21~ t2t!¹W •aJ~rW,t!

2E
0

t

dt K22~ t2t!¹2pW T~rW,t!. ~7!

From these equations we are interested in finding a solu
for pW T(rW,t) from which the frictional force that is exerted o
the probe particle moving in the fluid is to be calculated.
accomplish this, we shall first combine Eqs.~6! and ~7! to
yield an equation forpW T(rW,v). The combination of these two
equations can be carried out in several steps. First, one
verts the time variablet to frequencyv by taking Fourier
transforms of both equations and simplifying the equatio
by the convolution theorem. One next takes the diverge
of Eq. ~6! and eliminates the orientational variable by so
ing for the orientational part and then substituting in Eq.~7!
~in Fourier transformed form!. The final result is a vecto
Helmhotz equation forpW T(rW,v) given by

¹2pW T~rW,v!1k~v!2pW T~rW,v!50 ~8!

wherek(v) is the complex propagation constant given by

k~v!56S 2 iv

G~v!/r02z~v!/@ iv1G~v!# D
1/2

with z~v!52m~v!m~v!8/r0 . ~9!

pW T(rW,v) is the Fourier transform ofpW T(rW,t). G~v!, m~v!,
andm(v)8 are the Fourier transforms ofk11(t), k12(t), and
k21(t), respectively. The dynamic shear viscosityG(v) @the
symbolh~v! is often used in the literature# is proportional to
the Fourier transform ofk22(t). It has a real and an imagi
nary part. The real part is finite at all frequencies and is
shear viscosityhs at v50; whereas the imaginary part van
ishes atv50. pW T andaJ have opposite time reversal sym
metry; thus, the coupling modulim and m8 have opposite
signs@9,25#. Hence, the quantityz defined above is a positiv
02120
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quantity, and it measures the strength of the RT coupli
The RT coupling has the effect of reducing the dynam
shear viscosity; furthermore, the propagation constant
creases asG decreases or as the temperature of the fl
decreases. Therefore, the dynamics ofpW T(rW,v) at low tem-
perature is significantly affected by reorientation and he
the RT coupling.

The solution to the vector Helmholtz equation can be
pressed in terms of spherical Hankel functions as@26#

VW T~v!5¹ f ~rW,k!

where f ~rW,k!5 (
n50

`

Anhn~kr !Pn~cosu!, ~10!

wherepW T5mVW T andm is the mass of the particle.hn(kr)
are spherical Hankel functions, andPn(cosu) are Legendre
polynomials. u is the polar angle for the coordinate syste
with thez axis along the direction of the moving sphere; t
azimuthal anglef does not enter becauseVW T(v) is sym-
metrical about thez axis. Appropriate boundary condition
are needed to fixAn . The boundary conditions have thre
parts. First, the fluid is at rest at infinity, and this involv
choosing the sign of the propagation constantk(v) such that
velocity vanishes at an infinite distance from the sphere. S
ond, the normal component of the relative velocity of sph
and fluid vanishes on the surface of the sphere; i.e.,VW

2UW )•âR50, whereâR denotes a unit vector normal to th
surface of the sphere. The third boundary condition is c
cerned with the degree of slip~or stick! on the surface.
Zwanzig and Bixon considered a general case with an a
trary degree of slip@2#; the stick boundary condition is, how
ever, more appropriate for describing the motion of a sph
in the viscoelastic liquid. These three boundary conditio
assure that only terms withn51 in Eq.~10! contribute to the
solution of Eq.~8!.

After obtainingVW T , one proceeds to the calculation of th
forceFW (t) exerted on the spherical probe with radiusR mov-
ing with a time dependent velocityUW 5U(t) ẑ in the fluid.
The frequency dependent friction coefficientj~v! is defined
according to

FW ~v!52j~v!UW ~v! ~11!

whereFW (v) and UW (v) are the Fourier transforms ofFW (t)
andUW (t), respectively. The frequency dependent total fo
FW (v) acting on the sphere is

FW ~v!5rdSsJ~v!•âR ~12!

where the integration is over the entire surface of the sph
the stress tensorsJ is given by
1-3
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C. H. WANG PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 021201 ~2002!
sJ~v!5@G~v!2z~v!r0 /~ iv1G!#

3@¹VW T~v!1@¹VW T~v!#1# ~13!

where (¹VW T)1 is the transpose of¹VW T . After carrying out
considerable algebra needed for the evaluation of Eq.~13!,
we obtain a frequency dependent frictional coefficient as

j~v!5
2p

3
r0@G~v!/r02z~v!/~ iv1G!#

3R~929X1X2! ~14!

whereX5 ik(v)R. The dynamics of reorientation and rela
ation of the shear modulus are expected to have signifi
effects on the frequency dependent frictional coefficient, a
this topic is currently under investigation in our laborato
For the present study, we consider translation diffusion.

The translational diffusion coefficientDt is related to the
zero-frequency friction coefficientj(v50) by the Einstein
equation

Dt5
kBT

j~v50!
5

DSE

@12jr0 /~hsG!#
. ~15!

Here DSE is the Stokes-Einstein expression for the trans
tional diffusion coefficient given above.j is the value of
j~v! at v50. The quantityjr0 /(hsG) is a positive number,
and one notes immediately thatDt is enhanced over the
value given by the simple SE equation. From the Schwa
inequality, it can be shown thatjr0 /(hsG) does not exceed
1 @23#; hence,Dt is always positive.

EFFECT OF DYNAMIC HETEROGENEITY

Equation ~15! is the result for a dynamically homoge
neous fluid. Computer simulation of supercooled fluids h
shown that regions of high and low mobility are distribut
in the fluid. The molecular dynamics in these dynamica
heterogeneous regions varies considerably. The heter
neous dynamics scenario corresponds to a randomly dis
uted heterogeneity so that the RT coupling parameterj in
mobile regions is high but is low in immobile regions. Thu
if the fluid is dynamically heterogeneous, and the size of
diffusive particle is large so as to encompass several reg
of variable mobility, one expects the retardation effect in
low mobility region to cancel the enhancement effect in
high mobility region. Thus in this case, one needs to aver
the result obtained from the dynamically homogenous fl
calculation over a range of heterogeneity. Overall, the dif
sive particle experiences an average RT coupling param
^j& which may be considerably different from that of a d
namically homogeneous fluid. Thus, to compare with the
fusion data of a supercooled liquid, one needs the averagDt
given in Eq.~15! for a homogeneous fluid over a distributio
f (j) to account for the dynamic heterogeneity; namely,
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D̄t5E
0

`

dj
DSE

@12jr0 /~Ghs!#
f ~j!. ~16!

In the above equation, the upper limit of the integral mu
have a cutoff so as not to have aj value that exceeds th
physically allowed coupling parameter. The cutoff det
mines the allowable functional form of the distribution fun
tion. Although the information about the distribution fun
tion is unavailable at present, we consider two import
distributions:~1! an exponential distribution given byf (v)
5exp(2j/^j&)/^j& and 2! a Gaussian distribution given b
f (v)5@2/(p^j&2#1/2exp(2j2/2^j&2). If the exponential dis-
tribution is assumed, then the evaluation of Eq.~16! gives

D̄t5
DSE

@12^j&r0 /~hsG!#
. ~17!

In this case the final result is similar to the homogeneo
fluid case@Eq. ~15!#, except that one replacesj by ^j&.

The evaluation of Eq.~16! using the Gaussian distributio
yields

D̄t5
DSE

@12@^j&r0 /~hsG!#2#1/2. ~18!

In both cases the translational diffusion coefficient in t
heterogeneous fluid is enhanced over the SE value, prov
that ^j& is finite.

Finally, it should be remarked that the RT coupling do
not affect rotational diffusion. This can be shown by calc
lating the torque experienced by the particle in its motio
One contribution to the torque is due to the stress ten
associated with the translational motion, and the secon
the stress tensor arising from the RT coupling. The contri
tion due to the RT coupling is through the¹W •aJ term @cf. Eq.
~7!#. The torque due to this term vanishes when it is summ
over the surface of the sphere.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One notes that the system with the exponentially distr
uted heterogeneous dynamics yields essentially the s
functional form as the homogeneous dynamic system,
one can interpret the result in the same way. The Gaus
distributed heterogeneity yields a slightly different result, b
the effect of the RT coupling on the enhancement is clea
evident. For the remainder of this paper, we shall consi
only the exponential distribution; the case of the Gauss
distribution can be similarly made.

We use the experimental results for OTP to compare w
the predictedDt value. Liquid OTP is a fragile liquid tha
can be readily supercooled. Liquid OTP has been extensi
studied with several experimental techniques. The glass t
sition temperature (Tg5243 K) is only 86 K lower than the
melting temperature (Tm5329 K). Translational and rota
tional motions of different probes in OTP and neat OTP ha
been studied using NMR, depolarized Rayleigh scatter
1-4
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ENHANCEMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL DIFFUSION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021201 ~2002!
@11#, and forced Rayleigh scattering@13,15#. Enhancement
of Dt over the SE value for probes in OTP and also in n
OTP ~self-diffusion! was observed. Cicerone and Edig
have also measured the translational and rotational diffu
coefficients of several probes in OTP using a photobleach
technique @14#. They confirmed the applicability of the
DSE equation for rotational diffusion of all probes wi
various sizes in the temperature range over which OTP
cosity changes by 12 orders of magnitude. On the ot
hand, over the same temperature~viscosity! range, the mea-
sured translational diffusion coefficients for probes with s
similar to OTP show a significant enhancement over the
values.

Cicerone and Ediger introduced a quant
(Dtt r)/(Dtt r)SE,DSE, and plotted it verseT/Tg to compare
the rotational and translational coefficients of differe
probes in different host supercooled liquids@14#. Here t r

5Dr
21 and (Dtt r)SE,DSEindicates the value predicted by th

SE and DSE equations. In accordance with Eq.~17!,
(Dtt r)/(Dtt r)SE,DSE is the enhancement factor, equal eith
to (12zr0 /hsG)21 or to (12^z&r0 /hsG)21, depending on
whether OTP is considered to be a dynamically homo
neous or a dynamically heterogeneous liquid. Using h
temperatureDt andDr data for tetracene in OTP provided
Ref. @14#, we have foundR for tetracene to be equal to 0.2
nm. This value is similar to the hydrodynamic radius of O
(R50.23 nm) obtained by Sillescu and co-workers@13#;
thus indicating that tetracene in OTP has about the same
as OTP. If we consider OTP to be dynamically hetero
neous with an exponential distribution, we can equ
(Dtt r)/(Dtt r)SE,DSEto (12^z&r0 /hsG)21. Using the diffu-
sion data for tetracene in OTP given in Ref.@14#, we have
calculated the value of̂z&r0 /(hsG) at different tempera-
tures and show its temperature dependence~in terms of
T/Tg! in Fig. 1. The data indicate that, asT is lowered to-
ward Tg , the value of^z&r0 /(hsG) rapidly increases, ap
proaching 1 in the vicinity ofTg .

This result is consistent with the shear wave data obtai

FIG. 1. R0 @5zr0 /(hsG)#, extracted from the translational dif
fusion data~solid circles! in OTP is plotted versus temperature. Th
translational diffusion data were obtained from Ref.@14#. R0 data
derived from DRS~Ref. @27#! are presented as hexagons.
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by DRS. The DRS spectrum of OTP detected with a Fab
Pérot interferometer has been determined by Wanget al. at
various scattering angles in the temperature range of 2
388 K, covering the supercooled and viscous liquid regim
@27#. At high temperature~388 K!, the spectrum has a broa
Lorentzian line shape, with a shallow central dip. The wid
of the DRS spectrum narrows dramatically as the tempe
ture is lowered and at 313 K the central dip disappears an
doublet shifted from the excitation laser frequency appear
lower temperatures. The spectral features, including the c
tral dip at high temperature and the shifted doublet at low
temperature, have been analyzed using Eqs.~1! and~2!, from
which a RT coupling parameterR(5d/vs) is introduced
@25#. Here d5q2z(v) and vs5q2Gh(v)/r0 , and hence
R(v)5z(v)r0 /@Gh(v)#. One notes that the magnitude o
the scattering vectorq drops out from theR expression. At
v50, we obtainR(v50)[R05zr0 /(Ghs). This quantity,
originally introduced by Andersen and Pecora@8#, is exactly
equal to the coupling parameter introduced in Eq.~15!. For
dynamically inhomogeneous fluids, one replaces the quan
z with ^z&.

The RT coupling parameterR in general depends on fre
quency; however, from experiment one does not find a str
frequency dependence inR @28#. Thus, we can estimate th
R0 value using the shear wave data of Ref.@27#. Extrapolat-
ing the results to zero scattering angle, we obtain anR0
value equal to 0.793 at 274 K and 0.984 at 253 K. Unfor
nately theR values at other temperatures are not given
Ref. @27# and we are unable to make comparison at ot
temperatures. However, at these two temperatures, theR0
data are in good agreement with the result of Cicerone
Ediger, as shown in Fig. 1~inverted hexagons!.

In summary, although an attempt has been made to re
dynamic heterogeneity in a supercooled liquid to enhan
ment of the translational diffusion coefficient, a calculati
that does not include molecular orientation fails to acco
for the 2–4 orders of magnitude enhancement observe
orientationally anisotropic liquids. We have shown that t
rotation-translation coupling mechanism that is respons
for the appearance of the shear wave doublet in the su
cooled molecular liquid also leads to a translational diffus
coefficient enhancement. For a dynamically heterogene
fluid, the probe size may play an important role. We ha
shown that, if the diffusion probe is large enough to enco
pass several regions of high and low mobility, the RT co
pling parameter needs to be modified to reflect the averag
effect. We have shown that, while the averaging effect a
ing from dynamic heterogeneity may alter the final enhan
ment, the coupling to rotational degrees of freedom must
taken into account to properly account for the experimen
result.
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